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Introduction

Among the many important functions served by boundary markers is
that of articulating relationships between groups performing complementary
activities through enabling them to maintain separate identities (Barth 1969 •
 15-16). These boundaries are not impermeable and, in fact, they frequently
serve as a means for facilitating the movement of people between groups

(Barth 1969: 21). Further, as differences between the groups in interrelation
 ship occur the boundary itself may change. Barkow (1970) has been especial!}
cognizant of the ways in which boundary markers shift through time. He has
constructed what he calls a “conqueror-assimilationist” model of culture

 change to explain relationships among the Fulani, village Hausa, and “pagan
Hausa (Maguzawa) in Northern Nigeria. This model is applicable to relation
ships between other groups in Nigeria and, I believe, elsewhere in Africa-
While Barkow is correct in seeing imitation of prestigious behavior as the

dynamic in the change situation, conquest is not necessary in all applications
of his highly valuable model.

This paper will discuss the role performed by Igbo title societies m
maintaining Igbo ethnic identity in Nigeria’s Mid-West, an area politically
and culturally dominated by the Benin Kingdom. In maintaining the ethnic
boundary between Igbo and Beni (Edo) groups title societies underwent n
series of changes in conformity with Barrow’s “conqueror-assimilationist
model of culture change. The closeness of the Igbo homeland in Eastern
Nigeria enabled the Igbo to tolerate changes without fear of losing then
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